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Problem And Solution Questions
Sometimes asking the right question can prompt deeper reflection and help people open their eyes to the real issues they’re facing. Engaging in more thoughtful introspection may even surface a ...
10 Questions To Help Someone See A Problem For What It Is
This week’s cover story, "A Long Time Coming," details the ongoing efforts to address the housing crisis facing transgender and gender-nonconforming (TGNC) New Orleanians. It is part of a new ...
Commentary: Exposing solutions, not just problems
Twenty-one years ago this week, mathematicians released a list of the top seven unsolved problems in the field. Answering them would offer major new insights in fundamental mathematics and might even ...
The Top Unsolved Questions in Mathematics Remain Mostly Mysterious
Crime has risen nationally during the pandemic, and the Charleston area has experienced two especially disturbing episodes of violence in the past month that raise questions about what our local ...
Editorial: Charleston region has a violent crime problem; we need regional solutions
If you want employees to work with honesty, commitment, and ingenuity, you need to demonstrate integrity, work ethic, and openness to new ideas.
If you’re managing a team and getting poor results, you need to ask: Am I the problem?
Qualitative research investigating the barriers to surgical care for children and ways of overcoming them is lacking. This study focused on children with hernia, a very common paediatric surgical ...
Barriers and potential solutions for improved surgical care for children with hernia in Eastern Uganda
Americans will need to protect themselves and their families from aspects of 'physician culture' that lead to poorer outcomes and higher costs, says ...
5 questions to ask your doctor that can help protect yourself and your family
If you have a home repair to deal with, you may wonder whether to hire a contractor or do the work yourself. The upside of tackling that work solo is saving money -- it generally costs less to do it ...
4 Questions to Ask Before Deciding to Do a Home Repair Yourself
Banishing the negative energy, pressing play.) 2. Does every origin story have to start with the subject’s literal birth? 3. Did they really expect a scene in which the delivering doctor is horrified ...
66 Pressing Questions About ‘Cruella’
This story was originally published by The Conversation and is reproduced with permission. You can find the original article here. As nations gear up for a critical year for climate negotiations, it’s ...
China finances most coal plants built today – it’s a climate problem and why US-China talks are essential
China's warning earlier this month that it intended to curb bitcoin trading and mining was the latest indication that the world's growing army of cryptocurrency backers face bigger headaches than Elon ...
US, China regulators have a problem with bitcoin. Hong Kong, Singapore may have solutions
Q: My husband sometimes gives our very defiant 7-year-old daughter “prizes” for doing what she is told. The other night, for example, Juliette ...
Living with Children: Rewards, micromanaging aren’t effective long-term solutions
This weekly column focuses on condominium and homeowner association law, real estate law, litigation, estate planning and business law.
Condo questions: Can an owner bring his attorney to attend a fine hearing?
Police and 18th and Vine residents came together Tuesday night for a listening session. But this time, residents are hoping for real outcomes.
18th and Vine residents, Kansas City police meet to talk problems and solutions
While many in European Union have hailed hydrogen power as a solution to the climate change crisis, the devil is in the details when it comes to the continent’s push to transition to a scarce and ...
To fight climate change, Europe bets big on hydrogen power but questions remain
The city-owned gas utility has discussed with industry groups a Pa. Senate bill that would prevent Philly from taking steps to promote electrification.
As Philadelphia works to tackle climate change, a question emerges: Is PGW on board?
The City of Salem will soon start moving people experiencing homelessness out of city parks starting June 1, after allowing them to camp there for more than a year and hearing outcry from those ...
As Salem works on short-term fix on homelessness, more questions on long-term efforts
Almost all of us are interested in seeing what will happen in the future. Some of us like to recruit a free psychic reading in order to have a better understanding of the past and future. Others who ...
Free Psychic Reading Online: Best Psychics Experts Can Help With Questions About Life, Love And Finances
German scientists say they may know why certain Covid-19 vaccines are linked to rare but deadly side effects and could fix the problem. Here’s what we know.
Is the Vaccine Blood-Clot Problem Fixed?
Question: My husband sometimes gives our very defiant 7-year-old daughter “prizes” for doing what she is told. The other night, for example, Juliette didn’t like what I chose for her ...
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